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Gil Noble speaks .on "niaking it"· 
By GREG CALHOUN 
. Broadcaster Gil Noble, puring a campus forum and screening of one of his 
. television productions-on March 6 here, called on students to ideologically return to the 
1960s and the c'ivil rights movement. Gil Noble is the host and producer of ABC's "Like 
It Is." 
Noble's theme for the forum, sponsored by student organizations Vanguard, Day' 
Session Student Government and B.L.A. C.K., focused on the apparent lack of student 
·awareness or activity. 
"Most ofus behave in a way that would 
seem to suggest that we don't have any 
more problems," Noble.said noting that, in 
his opinion, contempary students were 
principally interested in "making it" rather 
than coming to grips with the grave social 
problems existing in the Black community 
today. 
With the calm, restrained intensity 
, that has been his broadcast trademark for 
some 20 years, Noble pointed out what he 
said were four major detrimental influ­
ences on Black American youth today. He 
· suggested that Blacks were the objects of a' 
calculated effort to divjde, diffuse and un­
dermine them. 
In a suprisillgly frank, poignant, criti­
cal, and sometimes emotional address, No­
ble enjoined the present student-age gen­
eration to reawaken its sense of social com­
mitment. "If there is no struggle, there's 
no progress," Noble said. 
He said that drugs, along with th'e 
film, recording an? television industries 
have become ·counter-productive influ­
ences on the ma&ses of Blacks in America. 
"There just may be a political agenda 
involved in making drugs available to your 
generation," Noble said in commenting on­
' the ready availability of moderate-pric� 
drugs on high school and college campuses 
around the nation. 
"What it has really done it put an en­
tu:e generation to sleep," Noble said·. 
In the case of the film ·industry, the 
well known broadcaster said that the "blax­
oloitation" films of the early 19,0s servi,d 
to create a "distortion of Black images." 
The third iniluence, the recording in-· 
dustry, which only offers. youth "intellec­
tual pus," is being used to erode the sense 
of militan_cy in Black teenagers and yeung 
adults, 'Noble said. "It's been carefully­
thought out, worked out and planned ... 
to make you perform at your lowest ebb," 
he said. 
Continued on page 14 
participation in student 
government elections, poor. 
Esmond Scott years, less than 2,000 Baruchians voted in 
the day students elections. Of the 3,445 
In Article IV of the Governance Char- evening students, 55 · voted-an approxi­
ter approved by the Board of Higher Edu- mate percentage of 1.5%. I!.! this· division 
cation on June 17, 1974, a "Student Govern- there was only one position to be filled; For 
ment representing the interest of all stu� 'the graduate students, 29 out of 2,329 stu­
dents" was legislated for Baruch College. dents went to the polls. Assistant Dean of 
Overthe years there have been many Stu- students Dr. Siegel recognizes the hard­
dent Government elections. School author- ships that evening and graduate students . 
ities and students in school government are confront but she also feels that "there are 
very concerned about the future of these. educational benefits in government." 
elections and the functioning of a Student For a long time, everything has been 
Government. tried to improve student participation. Pri-
For the upcoming elections, an esti- or to 1975, in Article XV of a mandate 
mated $6,500 is being asked to finance the stating the by laws of Higher Education, it 
elections. So far only $5,000 has been set was stated that Student Government elec­
aside. Thi$ figure does not provide for the tions would not be binding unles$ 30% of 
Evening Students Senate Association nor the student body voted. This, however, 
the graduate students. School authorities was left up to the chief executive officer of 
are concerned about the funds but more colleges to decide ifit was binding. 
importantly the mental set students have · It was felt that the best way ofmeet­
towards Governance. Assistant Dean of ing the 30% rule would be in-class voting. 
"students Dr. Ronald Aaron feels that "na- This was stopped no sooner than it was 
tionwide, the response from students. in started. Authorities were accused of 
participation has gone way down." wrongdoing and illegitimacy. There were 
Only recently on the midawestern the problems voiced by students who were 
campus of the University of Missouri, not in school, some classrooms receiving 
Kansas City, 350 out of 12,000 students ballots and others not. Then again, it was 
voted. Baruch is no exception. In the 1980 students who collected, delivered and re­
election, 43 candidates ran for 47 positions. turned the ballots. There were cases of 
In 1979, 42 ran for 52 positions. In both alleged fixing. Judging from student res-
ponse and outcry, the 30% seemed above 
the normal. Mail ballot was then tried. 
Even though stamped envelopes were en­
closed, the return was poor. The cost of 
this method was close to $9,000. 
For the past three years a group, Hon­
est Ballot, has been in charge of the ballot 
procedures. It was recently mandated by 
the D.S.S.G., the only student body to use 
it. While the D.S.S.G. uses voting ma­
chines which' according to Dr.Aaron is 
dfancier," the Evening and Graduate stu­
dents use the cheaper method of paper 
·voting. 
Administration is seemingly annoyed 
over the participation since it involves so 
much money. For the 1980 D.S.S.G., the 
cost per person to vote was approximately 
$4.00. The approximate increase of$595, in 
the words of Dr. Siegel, "hardly necessi­
tates funding since so few students turn 
up. Clubs collect benefits, therefore there 
should be a broader support for students 
who will assume money management." 
The tentative date for the 1981 elec-· 
tions is May 5th and 6th· for evening and 
graduate students and sometime in the 
week of May 4th for .day students. The 
deadline for filing the Declaration of Candi­
dacy forms through the Office of the Dean 
of Students is Wednesday, April 1st; at 4 
P;m. 
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THE BARUCH COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION STUDENT ACTIVITIES AW ARDS 
THE AWARD 
The Baruch College Alumni Associa­
tion Student Activities Awards are annu­
ally bestowed upon a graduating day ses­
siQn and a graduating evening session stu­
dent of the B.ernard M. Baruch College. 
. Students graduating June 1981 are eligi-
- ble. The award of $100 and one ye;u-'s free 
membership in the Alumni Association is 
granted each recipient. 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of these awards is two­
fold: to recognize and honor the recipients 
and to serve as an incentive for' the recip­
ients to make further significant contribu­
tions to the College and/or the College 
Community. 
ELIGIBILITY 
Nominees must be August 1980, Jan­
uary 1981, or June 1981 graauates in any 
subject area included in the undergraduate 
curriculum of the Bernar.d M. Baruch 
.Qolleg!l. ·.- ....  :, ;_,.,, _:.· -' .-',-.: · 
·NoMINATiONS� '· ··- -, 
Nominations may be made by the De­
partment of Student Life, any_officer of a· 
student organization, any faculty advisor 
of a student organization, or any depart­
ment head within the College. 
DEADLINE 
All nominations for the 1981 awards 
nominations must be received by April 10, 
1981. 
MAILING ADDRESS FOR NOMINATIONS 
Baruch College Alumni Association 
College Box 280 
17 Lexington Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10010 
CRITERIA 
1. Responsibilities assumed in stu­
dent activities: i.e., committee work, 
leadership roles, acceptance of assign­
ments, difficulties of assignments. 
2. Performance of responsibilities 
assumed. 
TO: Officers of Black · and Hispanic 
Student's Glubs FROM: The Black and Hispanic Coalition 
The planning for the second Open 
Forum is being initiated. In conju�ction 
with tfris second,forum the suggestion of 
having a fundraising ev_ent, with the pro­
ceeds going to help in the Atlanta investi­
gation is being considered. We.would like 
all club officers to discuss this idea with 
their members and to bring their feelings -
about it to the next Coalition meeting. 
The next Coalition meeting fs sched-
uled for Friday, March 27, 1981 at 2 p. m. in 
Room 341. Please attend, your input and 
participation are the foundation of the 
Coalition. 
HA VE YOU OVERLOOKED A CHAL-
��i��
GOPPO��in.½V�RATIY� 
DON'T MISS THIS CHANCE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE ACT UARIAL PROFESSION 
Come to an informal tea sponsored by the 
actuarial science committee of the mathe­
matics department and find out about the 
opportunities available to you upon grad­
uation. 
DATE: March2li, 1981 TIM.E: 12:15 p.m .. PLACE: Globus Lounge (17th floor) 360 
Park Ave. So. RSVP: 725-44li7 
3. Impact upon the Baruch College 
Community or groups therin. 
4. Number of groups or individuals af­
fected by the student's activities. 
For application's see page 10 
All Ilfil"\l�h Stuclents 
President Segall has established a 
series of faculty excellence awards. One or 
more awards are to be made to faculty 
inembers recognized for distinguished 
teaching or contribution to teaching. The 
awards carry an honorarium and will be 
presented during the commencement cere-
monies in June. 
The Awards Committee wishes to re­
mind students of the awards and to solicit 
nominations. If you feel £hat you have had 
the opportunity to study with a faculty 
member whose teaching ability .you con­
sider to. be outstanding or who made ·a 
significant contribution to teaching proce­
dures or-technology at the college, please 
feel free to make a nomination. 
If you wish · to nominate a faculty 
member, please fill out the enclosed form, 
put it in an envelope addnessed to Box 347 
and drop it into the college mail. Please 




I nominate the following faculty member 












�: What courses have you taken with this teacher?• 
:ti am a Freshman 
Junior Senior 
Sophomore 
. .......... · ························· 
Please return this nomin�tion in an envelope to Hox 
#:JH, Faculty Awards Committee. by collel(e mail 
befqre April l, 198 l. 
MARCH 26, ·1981 
CONTACT: 
Robert Elliot 
Tel: (Office) 794--5317 
(Home) 8GG_'.go32 
NEW YORK, March &-Dr. Bernard W. 
Hal'leston, former dean of faculty of aits 
and sciences at Tufts University, has been 
appointed president of The City College of 
The Gity University of New York. 
The nomination �f Dr. Harleston by 
Chancellor Robert J. Kibbee was unanim­
ously approved by the Board of Trustees at 
a special meeting held at Board Head­
quarters. The appointment, which is effec­
tive August 1, 1981, culminates a search 
which began over two years ago when 
Robert E. Marshak announced his resigna­
tion from the City College presidency in 
January-197-9.-Dr Harleston will succeed 
Acting President Arthur E. Tiedemann 
who took over the stewardship of the Col­
lege inJ uly 1980. The new president of City 
College will receive a salary of .,53,522. 
A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Howard 
University, Dr. Harleston holds both a 
Ph.D. in psychology and an honorary 
Doctor of Science degree from the Uni­
versity of Rochester. In atldition to the 
John H. Franklin award from the Tufts· 
University 'African American Culture 
Center, he has received awards in 1979 and 
1980 from the Tufts University �duating 
classes in appreciation of his devotion to 
students' interest. 
His articles on psychology and ed�ca­
tion have ·appeared in scholarly journals 
and his papers and lectures have been pre­
sented .to numerous professional associa-
· tions. A trustee of the College Entrance 
Examination Board-and �ember of the 
Graduate Record Exarnination Board, Dr. 
Harleston holds memberships on the 
boards of many educational -and philan­
thropic institutions. He's ma1Tied and the 
father of two children. 
City .College is the oides� of the seven­
t.een CUNY colleges, dating its odgin to 
the founding of the Free Academy in 1847. 
Located on the upper west side of Manhat­
tan on a 35 acre campus, the college offers a 
comprehensive l1beral arts and sciences 
curriculum and training in five professionnl 
_schools: the School of Engineering, the 
School of Education, the School of 
Architecture and Environmentai Studies, 
the School of Nursing and the Sophie Davis 
School of Biomedical Education. The Coi­
lege which also has a School of Genen\i 
Studies (Evening Division) enroiis approx­
imately 13,000 full-and p_art-time studem:::. 
,. 
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14 INDUCTED INTO SIGMA ALPHA DELTA 
Chancellor of S .A.D. Ayuazian delivering the Opening Address 
By Selwyn Fung· 
Presi<knt Segall addressing the memberJ a� guests at Induction Diriner. Standing 
is Chancellor of S .A.D. Eileen Ayuazian. 
On February 28, 1981, fourteen even­
ing students of Baruch were inducted into 
Sigma Alpha Delta. A special induction 
dinner was held in their honor at the La 
Veranda restaurant, 60 East 54th Street, 
to celebrate the event. ' Every year since its inception in 
Spring 1958, Sigma Alpha Delta has dili­
gently held an induction dinner for· new 
candidates who demonstrated that they 
possessed the necessary quality and ability 
required in order to become members of 
this distinguislred organization. This year's 
induction dinner, however, was very dif- . 
ferent from those in the past few years. For 
the first time the president, Mr. Joel 
Segall, and his wife were able to take the 
time off from their busy schedule to attend. 
It was indeed a momentous occasion 
and although they were unable to stay for 
the entire event because of prior engage­
ments, we were deeply'honored and.gTate­
ful that they were able to make it this year. 
Before they ..departed, president Segall 
made a brief speech· thanking S.A.D. for 
the invitation and apologized for their early 
departure. He also expressed his apprecia­
tion of S.A.D. and its members, who 
throughout the y�ars have provided inval­
uable service to the college, especially in 
time of need, such as during registration. 
As the ceremony formally got under cut their overtime costs. The Used Book 
way the Chancellor of S.A.D., Eileen Exchange committee acts as an intermed­
Ayvazian, welcomed the- especially invited iary between th·e student buyers ·and sel­
guests of the evening-. They were: Dr. lers of used books. This committe charges a 
Hank Wilson, Dean ofSt�dents; Dr. Ron- ·very nominal fee for its services, and be­
aid Aaron, Associate Dean of Students, cause of the fair prices set by the students, 
and his wife Rosalyn; Dr. Robert Georgia, everyone benefits. The Tutorial committee 
Acting Director of Evening and Graduate arranges tutoripg- for evening ses2ion stu­
Student Services, and his fiancee Iris dents by outstanding students in the perti­
Schickerling; and -Asst. Director Robin nent suq,jects. The Victor Axelrod Memo­
Selditch and her guest Malcolm Young. In rial Fund committee is responsible for its 
her introductory speech Ms. Ayvazian own funcling. This is an annual award given 
quoted from an editorial by Henry Grun- to an outstanding evening student in com­
wald, e:djtor-in-chiefof'.('.ime, Irii;., dE:_aling memoration of Victor Axelrod, a former 
with American renewal. Its content was faculty advisor t'o"S.A.D. ·· · · · 
quite befitting the members ofS.A.D., and After the Sigma Alpha Creed was 
served as an inspiration to the new induc- read the vice chancellor, Jocelyne Gordon,. 
tees. then administered the Oath of Allegiance 
Vice Chancellor Jocelyne Gordon, and and presented the new inductees with their 
Member-at-large Gabe Perry both served official S.A.D. certificate. The ten induc­
as M. C. for the evening. This was the third tees· ·present to personally receive their 
consecutfve induction dinner which Mr. certificates were: Eileen Ayvazian, Dor­
Gordon helped to organize, and the smooth othy Baines, Rory Barksdale, Ella Coch­
pace at which the event progressed was rane, Sheila· Fletcher, Robert Graham, 
proofofthat fact. Janet Griffith, Eleanor Lawrence, Marie 
Mr. Perry described some of the cur- Schuler and Mayer Tschelebon. The four 
rent activities of Sigma Alpha Delta and inductees who could not attend were: 
their functions. The Re·gistration commit- Maria Esposito, Judy Gold, Jan Loeb and 
tee, he said, provides the Bursa:'s office Nettie Seaberry. 
with volunteer help during registration, Drs. Georgia, Aaron and Wilson each 
thus eqabling the school's administration to , in tur_n ad�ressed the audjence and admit-
ted that they were UJllc!ware that the chan­
cellor ofS.A. D., Ms. Ayvazia11, �as herself 
an inductee. They all praised S.A.D. for 
everything it had done so far for both the 
students and faculty, and offered encour­
agement for the future. 
Dr. Georgia added a little light humor 
to the 'evening when he mentioned that at 
his "induction" (into the service) there was 
no dinner in his honor. Commenting on how 
efficient and well organized S.A.D. hacj 
been over the past year, especially since 
the chancellor was herself a new inductee, 
he thought that it would be a terrific idea if 
the office of the President (of tl'ie 'CT:S;),. 
could be filled in the same manner; th,e,gov­
ernment just might be bettr managed. 
After a delicious dinner the lights 
were dimme(l and the music was turned on. 
The rest of the evening was so entertaining 
that it actually ended one hour later than 
scheduled. 
This year's induction dinner was .a 
smashing success, and if that was an indica­
tion of the direction in which Sigma Alpha 
Delta is headed, I can hardly wait for next 
year's induction dinner. For once it was 
·good to hear someone say: "I was 
inducted!" 
Vice Chancellor ofS.A-.D. Jocelyn Gordon, delivering the oath of allegiance to the new. 
inductees 
Dr.Hank Wilson, Dean ofSf:udents, speaking at Induction Dinner. Seated to his right 
isM.C. Gabe Perry 
President Reagan has kept it no secret that he intends to trim the Feck>t·al spending 
budget by billions of dollars. The areas that will escape his cutback axe arc few, and the 
Depa1i:ment of Education is no exception. 
President Reagan plans to tighten the criteria for eligibility for student loans and to 
, carefully scmti�ze who is eligible and ine_Jigible for financial aid. Even though stude(its of 
all types and classifications are affected by these budget trimmings, it is the evening 
population that is hit the hardest. 
Already there have been mandatory attendance regulations adapted in the use of 
determining eligibility and there has been forewaming of using students gncle point 
average as another factor in eligibility determination. 
We a� students and as the ones directly affected by these eutbacks cannot sit icily by 
while our very existence in .the City Unh·ersity System is being threatened. To com­
pensate for these Federal budget decrc;ases, CUNY officials are in the proc·ess of submit­
ting proposals for a $150 tuition increase to compensate for the diminishing amounts of 
federal fonding being allocated to them. , , 
If the tuition increa:,es by JiiO·and thc_cliteria tor eligibility becomes'm�re §t1;igent 
the economic vise grip becomes tighter and tighter around the students wallet. There is a 
petition· being circulatecl by the City University Student Senate to call attention tothc 
seriousness of th� issue·at hand. The matter is a grave one and affects all components of 
the CUNY system including students, suppo1:t personnel, suppfie15 and e4uipment, as 
well as full and part time faculty. The, REPORTER urges the entire Bamch community 
to participate in the signing of this document and the return of it back to legislative 
head4uaii:ers in Albany. . 
The REPORTER would a_lso like to commend the Day Session Student government 
for their active role in helping muster students for the statewide rally held in Albany 
onTuesclay March 24. 
Events of this kind must be suppo1ted ,by all for it is our only recourse against 
economic stl'angulation imposed upon us by the powers that be in the nations highest 
office. . -
It' all comes clown to a matter of sw-vival, eC'onon1ic, acadeini.£, 01; otherwise. It is· 
becoming increasingly more difficult for todays student to complete his or he1· ,:ollcgc 
education within the ever fluctuating guidelines set forth by administrators in charge. It 
Ls hard to balanee your personal checkbook \\'hile the whole <"oUntry is balancing its 
. e.conomy. As of yeUhere seems to be no ·foundation 0fstability in sight anytilne in the near 
future. Even if.the attempts made to defer·these cutbacks at·e futile in the final out<"omc, 
at least the extent of these cutbacks may possibly be mitigated to some dcgreC' by a uni-teci'" 
and concerted showing of disapproval. 
MARCH 26, 1981 
In the previous edition of the Reporter in a student co111menta;-y written by Mr. Joseph 
Sellman there was a mention made in reference to a statement by Mr. Charles Lo Bello 
c-oncernng the Dean of Students. The statement reacl: "On two separate oceasion�, 
,-tudents have made remarks that have challenged the way the new dean has din,c-tecl the 
programs and services in the student personnel serviGes unit. The first attack came at a 
Day session student council meeting last semester in which the Vice-Chairperson of the 
eouncil Charles Lo Bello had challenged the Deans' competency a11d had charged him \1ith 
never being available. Mr. Lo Bello believed that the Deans' lac-k of Knowledge with the 
college Association has lead to ineptness on the Deans' part." 
Pubtiched bi·wetttll°y ounng 1ne school r••r. ex.cep1 during holldav and exam 
perioOa. by the Pubhcations Aaaoc,ation of'the Everi1ng Sessw,n. The Betnard M. 
&arvch CoHege. City un,vers1ty ot New York. Ediloual op1n10ns are u,e Ytews ol 
1he wr11e"1) and do not,necessarlly reprnent those of the College or ll'Mt Unl\'eftt· 
ty. 
After careful examination into the matter it has been deteC'ted that thi,; statement by 
Mr. Lo Bello was an erroneous one and was somehow taken out of context. Mr. Sellmans 
justitication for his statement was based on a set of Student government minutes, but in 
the following set of minutes it was clearly documented that the statement in 4ue;:;tic,n \1·as 
in error and was to be .stricken from the record· .. 
In all fairness to Mr. f:,o Bello and to the Dean of Student;:; Dr. Hank Wilsc,n, the 
REPORTER feels'it .necessary to set the record straight and to remo\·e all feelitig., of 
obfuscation from the issue at hand. 
Address all mail to: 
The· Reporter 
46 East 26th Street 
(26th Street Center:) 
New York, New York 10010 
Office location: Rm. 521 
Office hours: 5 to 8. pm 
Monday thru Thursday 
Telephone: (212) 725-7297 
' ' ', r ' • 
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DOLLARS and $ENSE-






By Phillip McConnell 
The whole idea was to put out a busi­
ness magazine written, designed, and 
edited by Baruch students, says Professor 
Roslyn Bernstein, Editor in Chief of Dol­
lars and �ense magazine, Baruchs newest. 
professional publication. 
Dollars and $ense is essentially pro­
dul'e<l by English 3200, Professor Bems­
tein's Business and financial writing class. 
The students have to compete to get their 
st.ories i.n but all stories are voted demo­
cratically according to what is deemed to be 
the best. Professor Bernstein encourages 
her students to get down to the bare facts 
and dig for information. She also inspires 
them to be as professional in their under­
takings as possible, with emphasis on origi­
nality not duplication. 
'Phe magazine has been to press three 
times and each issue has surpassed the p1·e­
vious one. The first issue was printed in 
June of 1979 and was funded by the Baruch 
College Alumni Association. The total cost 
of the issue was :500 and 500 copies were 
printed. 
The second issue appeared in April 
1980 and almost doubled in page size, this 
one being 29 pages as opposed to W pages 
for the first pne. 750 issues were printed for 
800, but this time the publication was 
funded by the Baruch College Fund. 
The latest issue which has just 
recently been printed this past February 
was also funded by the Baruch College 
Fund. but there were 1,500 copies printed 
at a cost of $1,250, just a mere 84¢ a copy. 
Dollars and Sense 
Magazine 
Cirndie Agius who served as pllot"­
grapher and layout supervisor for the 
magazine says that "It's surprising that 
we've been able to keep the cost clown i)1 
spite of the fact that printing costs and the 
<'OSt of paper have· skyrocked. We've be­
<'Ome cost efficient, we're .business stu­
dents putting out a business magazine· 
thinking li!,<e serious businessmen." 
Dollars ·and ·ense magazine is dis­
tributed to all journalism students, as well 
as the entire journalism department. It is 
also distributed to all Baruch faculty, 
selected alumnae, the professional bus­
iness press, and the directors of different 
WTiting programs across the country. It 
was also given out at this years- Globus 
series lecture. 
· "'!;his is the fu-st year we've had suc-h a 
mailing list, but in the past I've receivecl 
:letters from ·people who had seen a copy 
and wanted one for themselves. I also have 
a whole fo'lder of letters from people who 
have heard about the magazine and want to 
know more abo.ut,it." 
Professor Bernstein attl'ibutes her 
success to the constant encouragement gi­
ven to her by her co-workers and superiors 
here at the college. "We have received very 
strong support from President Segall, Pro­
vost Austin, Dr. Mmtin Stevens and 
chairman of the English dept. Professor 
Lavendar. They've. been behind, us all.the 
way and as a result of their support, we 
ha\·e been funded and encouraged to 
_grow." 
"Also, from the start of the magazine, 
Professor Virginia Smith of the Art clepait­
ment has served as our art consultant, she 
has helped us immensely in determining 
the look of our publication and we can't 
thank her enough." 
Speaking on the lighter side of putting 
out Dollars and ·ense, Ros Bernstein says 
that while putting out the magazine, her 
<'lassroom u11derwent frequent transform­
ations, from a classroom to newsroom, to 
darkroom, to design studio. She also ad­
mits that her dining room table was trans-· 
formed i11to a layout cutting board and that 
she's got the grooves and cutmarks in it to 
prove it. 
O\·erall she says .. I think we're unique. 
I\·e been at a number of conferences, inc­
lucli1_1g the modern language association 
conference and tl\e Amer'ican Business 
Commmiication Association conference, 
and everywhere I go and show the mag­
azine, the universal reaction is ·Hey that's 
tenilic, send me a copy, we'd like to do it 
om·:;elve:;;." 
W nen asked what her future aspira­
tions for Dollars and .ense are she gives a 
wam1 modest smile and says "to always get 
bette1·." She says that in trying to present 
stories of relevant business interest, the 
students have gotten better in their re­
search, repo1ting and pre;;entation and as a 
compliment to it they have gotten more 
i1111ovative in their photographic and 
graphic approach to design. 
The latest issue of Dollars and .. ense 
·features informative articles on issues per­
taining to the business oriented student 
:;uch as taxes ncl students, cram courses, 
record c-ounterfeiting, designer jeans, so­
lar energy, copornte strategies, and more. 
All well written stories concerning Dollars 
put together by Baruch students using 
good comm·on :ense. 
Federal- budget Guts d�signed to affect the youth
1
_ 
Preside,1t Reagan's "Program for 
Economic Recovery" should dispel any 
misconceptions in the youth and student 
movement about the new Administration 
and whose interests it intenclsto serve. The 
President's program 1s aimed at ensuring 
the "recovery" of maximum profits for the 
corporations at the expense of the basic 
needs of the people and particularly of the 
youth. Reagan's economic package is ai:i 
economic neutron born that would wipe out 
the living standards of the people but leave 
corporate profits intact. 
The budget slashers want to cut more 
than :41 billion in federal spending. But 
they are also slashing the futw-e of the 
young generation. Congressional approval 
of Reagan's cuts would mean an immediate 
cut of nearly -:'-1 billion in programs specifi­
cally designed to aid the nation's young 
people, including· child nutrition, federal 
1rid to elementary, secondary and vocation­
al education, student financial assistance 
and loans, CETA, and the young adult­
youth conservation corps. By next year, 
thes.e programs would be cut fuither by 
more than .,:8.4 billion . .I-n addition, Reagan 
proposes to eliminate completely CETA 
and the young adult-youth conservaton 
corps by 1984, 
Th�re is a sharp racist cutting edge to 
the Aclminstration's plans. The President 
is against affu·mative action programs and 
measures that ain1 to overcome.and elimi­
nate the historical and continuing inequal­
ity and discrimination imposed on racially 
and nationally oppressed peoples and wo­
men. Yet he is for affirmative action when it 
comes to helping the rich get richer. His 
"tax cut" ii;; an economic bribe to rally sup­
port for his policies from the rich. 
The President proposes to increase 
military spending by ,169 billion over the 
· next four years. This would bring the milit­
ary budget to the astounding figure of :390 
billion by 1986. 
It is the youth who will have to pay the. 
most for such a foreign and military policy, 
which hides behind demagogic catchwords 
like "international ten-orism" incl "Soviet 
e::qJansionism." Not only are social pro­
grams to be cut to finance Reagan's war­
monge1jng, but such a policy will lead in­
evitably to a military draft. That means 
thousands of Americans killing and being 
killed for the corporations and the Penta­
goT-1.· The vital interests of the -youth and 
students of the U.S. stand directlyopposecl 
to Reagan's anti-Sovietism. ··Money for 
Continued on page 14 
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Leonard· Silk: 
By James Rawlins 
Leonard Silk i,; the dean ot busin�ss • The first area or-concern he addressed 
and economic journalist in America. A . was the twin dilema of.'Wha,t is news'·and 
· Ph.d in economics, chaimian of the edit-. 'the constapt charge journalism is biased.' 
orial bo_ard of Business Week for more than,i; His observations were more lucid than 
ten years, a fellow .of the Brookings Insti- novel. "The effortto write well and engage 
tute, Silk is now the '"oluntriist for the busi- · the emotion of the readei:, that is the na­
ness and financial section of the New York ture of literature ... Te'ridency to dr�a­
Times. Every Wednesday and Friday h� tize for which rewards (fame, ·Pulit�ers, et 
puts his opinions a_nd expei;tise on the line al.) are· built into the system ... News­
in his colump� . · . · makers want the news to be bland (mini-
. On Tuesday March 3r.d- he came- to �ized) when it. is adverse ... The 11atural 
Bai11ch, courtesy of the Morton Globus lee- state Qf confron¼tion between newsmaker 
ture· series. His presence here symbolized and reporter." These factors have to be 
the inflation in busine�s and economic print ,
. 
stabilized by "the duty of'editors to have a 
across the nation. This growth was out- balanced judgement of what-is�mportant." 
lined by Prqfessor Roslyn Bernstein, lee- He perceives the practitioner of print 
turer'in business and financial journalism journalism as a writer whose primary· con-· 
here at Baruch, in her introductory ad- cerns are to discover the truth, and to 
dress. · maintain humane values, neutrality, a flex-
The Business and Financial section of ible mind, rigourous �mpiricism and rations 
the New York Times, with 75joumalists, is ality. Whi)st. budding gonzo journalists _ 
the )argest bureau of the new�paper. The were relieved to note the . absepce. qf any 
·wa!J. Streef Journal has the larg�st daily permutation of who, what, 'h'hen, why, 
circulation in the country, tabulated at where and how, the given ideals are indeed 
1,838,000 copies as of Septemqer 1980. formidable. Yet the speakepcknowledged 
Business and Financial'sections 'are a legi- his audience as literate peers .. 
�CH26,198i 
timising adjunct of newspapers as far apart. 
as Austin, T:exas, and Alaska. National 
periodicais enjoy healthy cir.culations with 
the major oracles such as Fortune: 677,000; 
Forbes: 690,000; Business' Week: 8Hi,OO0; 
and Money: 837,000. A plethora ·of region-· 
al, professional and Business School jour-
He drew on his experience to highlight 
the inherent conflict between news dep!lrt-
ments and the editorial sages:The Editp- Leonard Silk adfi,ress�s Business and Journalism students . 
nalists are �!so available. 
Thus an audience of Students, 'Faculty 
and Administrative staff assembled to hear 
Leonard Silk dispense Financial or Jour­
nalistic acumen or both .. A joyrnalist at 
'ni!art,' he' freate'd us td a ·discourse'' oh 'the 
-component's o'ffils craft.. ' ' < '· ,· • • • 
rial writers see their page a_s a repository of himself as a columnist rather than· a sional life when the truth is adverse_;,, lie· 
finer minds as percSonified by themselves, member ,of the elitist �ditorial �abal. How- also explained a prefudicial co�ness may 
of- paragons of objectivity unmasking as ever; the .roles of good guy-bad guy is an develop 1:5etween a writer and source or the 
· many unconscionable pei:petrators as there asset tq a journal when the problems or" heightened perceptions of the form�r may 
are columns to fill, The News department · . access to information arise. 
· · 
• deem one un�elcoine. Thus. a dichoto111y -
perceives itself as dogged foot soldiers who Journalism is a union of analysis and within a newspaper ·will i.n the long run aid 
"tell it like it is" with equal pride in c�ft. i't . sources. The protocol ·of relationship,, �- the perpetual quest for acoess. 
is these disparate peC!cl s of. rea)jty .,.�th;:,g;iuntlet,. fro1J1 )a� � eventual . Another n;iajor topic Leonru1d Silk ad-• which fuel a newspaper: .fine chang: .alilainclonent,.,Jr,eammd. IS1lk himself stated, dressed was the competence of the press in 
ing rd)e's_ Leonard Silk le· ·ubt ii:e sees .. "Br.o)Zen· ,refatfonshlps are a fact of prof es- - Continued on page U 
Diana LaG·uardia: By Emile Gomez 
According to Webster's dictionary, identity." 
recognition means "special notice or atten- ·LaGuardia, however; muI;t work under 
tion." To many pebple, the preceding defin- some constraints·. Besides the in hlluse dis­
ition takes on many forms. Oh the job, for putes as to hpw things should be done, 
e'.Xample, recognition manifests itself in the Diana also has to conte·nd with'·advertising.' 
phrase "Keep up· the good work," from For the magazine section, color and black 
�--
, 
· Diana La<Juardia of I:',· Y .. Ti�f_�rf �t. 
· your boss. Unfortunately, there is a seg- and white advertisements are sold and 
ment of our society that will neve·r hear placed in the magazine before the articles. 
these words. They have j·obs that involve a , If space is limited, an article is either 
low degree of recognition. O_n the other changed· or eliminated. If there is an 
han.d, the work that they do is extremely · abundance of space, Diana i:nust find some 
important. Such is the _life of_an unsung photo or· catchy caption to fill this space. 
hero. Changing the positioning of ads is seldom 
If one were to compile a list of unsung done_ due to the 'costs (up to $22,000 in the 
heros, i.t would probably range from case of color advertisements) of moving· 
Ronald Reagan's. speechwriter to Reggie them. 
· Jackson 's batboy. I.am sure that this list · · Ifthis is beginning to soundlike a haro 
would not be complete without the men- job to you, you are right. With all the stapl­
tioning of Diana La Guardia. Who is Diana · ing, trimming, and color photos that go into 
La Guardia? If you said the offspring of a the magazine, the lead time for printing the 
former New York mayor, .you are wrong. magazine is greater than.printing the rest 
. Ms. La Guarct1a work in the graphic art , of the Sunday paper._ �ost of the time, 
'design department-of the The New York Diana and crewareon schedule. Her proof: 
Times. 
· · 
the March 15 issue of the magazine was 
On March 10, Diana's name was officially shown-5 days before it hit the streets. 
·taken off the unsung hero list. It was op_ . Hearipg wha:t a technical job Ms. La­
tltls date that Ms. LaGuardia sang about Gua1:dia has, it is ironic to later leam that 
her job to an attentive audience of Baruch La Guardia has no fo1:mal art training. Orig-
• students. . . inally an English major with aspirations in 
� The finished product of Ms.,LaGuardia?s the writing and dramatic ·/ields, Ms. La­
� w?rk c;an_ be seen by thousand� every· Sun- Guardia got her initial journalism eip�r.i­
� day. Buned ma black and white bundle of· ence from a newpapeer in Maine. Looking 
� paper and' ink, there is a multi-color mass to broaden her newspaper work C''l didn't 
� that first seems ou� of:'place in this sea of want to be pidgeon holed," she says), I'.)iana 
� black and, white. This ·!}1ass·is called The quickly learned about the other aspects o_f 
t New YorkTimes Magazine. the newspaper game and toQk a liking to. t:::l, , Diana's role in the creation of the the layout work. Having become adept at 
magazine is a vital one. Upon receiving this craft, LaGuardia later became the art 
·edited articles, Ms. LaGuardia must some- designer for High Ti1,nes �a�zine. Now at 
how place these artic.les in' a way that, the N. Y. Times, Diana's ultimate ambition 
"Makes them look interesting, editorial is"'fo work for a news weeky,. Someday, L 
',orie'Bted, •and also .maintaiw .their· visual . . .Continued·cm,page 14 




B>· DHYANA ZIEGLER 
Many students and members of the 
faculty have expressed-their concern about 
the la� of empathy and unity on Baruch's 
campus. What can be done? 
Some people have a tendency to form 
cliques and be a part of the group, while 
others are loners and never reach out for 
the circle. For· instance, there are many 
clubs and organizations on campus. But 
while all of these many organizations exist, 
there is a lack of unity among them. The 
point is twofold-people who are in groups 
separate themselves from others-and the 
people who don't join cliques or groups are 
also isolating their talents and not sharing 
of themselves. 
People need each other and unity is 
very important for survival in this society. 
When unity exists, there is a force of im­
pact that creates change, and more unity 
around Baruch college would be a ·wel­
comed change. 
The times are very shaky for everyone 
living in this society and even more detri­
mental to the many disavantaged, in all 
areas. Unity can do many things. It can 
feed and house those who are unable to 
survive· alone. It can lift consciousness 
when a mind is confused and destructive. 
Unity perpetuates growth and reinforces_ 
strength. Unity builds families and friends 
forever. 
If there is a eontinual lack of unity 
around Barueh, it wil1 be more difficult to 
accomplish goals whic;h are crucial to our 
survival as students and faculty. WE 
NEED EACH OTHER. WE HA VE. TO 
SUPPORT EACH OTHER. WE NEED 
UNITY IN ORDER TO SURVIVE AND 
BRING ABOUT CHANGE, ON CAM­
PUS AND IN OUR DAILY LIVES. 
By Esmond Scott 
April 21st, 1966: It was a cloudy and 
overcast day in Jamaica. The rain was fa!_­
ling. This did not deter the crowd which 
waited at the Palisadoes International Air­
port from assembling. Notable arriong the· 
crowd of somf;! 100,000 was a group of an.xi­
ous, reverend and natty onlookers. The 
skeptics and curious observers who had 
gath�red created an air of excitement. An 
Ethiopian airplane burst th:-ough the dark 
coWds, landed and taxied to a complete 
stop. The door opened. The rain stopped. 
The sun shone. A small man emerged to set 
his eyes on the Jamaican congregation. Af­
ter being officially met at the door, it tooic 
almost an hour for the man to descend and 
walk on the palm leaves that had replaced 
the red carpet which· had been graced be­
fore by European royalties. The visiting 
monarch was Emperor Haile Selassie of 
Ethiopia, King of Kings, Lord of Lords and 
Conquering Lion of the Tribe of Judah. 
One may ask why is it that this man 
received the attention, pomp and cere­
mony that he did re<::eive, and why there 
was such a magical air to his visit. Fact of 
the matter is that this man held and indeed, 
even now, holds a place in the heart of the 
reverent Jamaican brethren who looked 
on. These men are the Rastafarians. To 
them Maile Selassie is the messiah and the 
_ �eemer·of the Black Race. 
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THE RASTAFARIANS 
· was born. As he grew, Garvey became a­
ware of the system in which he lived. 
Eighty percent of his country. was black, 
yet the majority had to conform to the Brit­
ish code of laws. He added to the growth of 
black consciousness and in time, was titled 
a prophet. His theme was "Africa for Afri­
cans" and he stressed repatriation. Despite 
his failure to be accepted by the ruling min­
ority at home and the Americans abroad, 
he had gained for himself a large group of 
followers who deified Garveyism. In 1914 
he established the United Negro Improve-' 
rnent..Association which hie described in a 
speech at Madison Square Garden on· 
March 16, 1924. 
The Universal Negro Improvement 
Association represents the hopes 
and aspirations of the awakened Ne­
gro. Our desire is for a place in the 
world, not to disturb the tranquility 
of other men, but to lay down our 
· burden and rest our weary backs and 
fear by the banks of the Niger and 
sing our songs and chant our hymns 
· to the God of Ethiopia. 
In 1916 before he left for America, 
Garvey prociaimed, · .. Look to Africa for the 
crowning of a Black King; he shall be the 
· redeemer." 
In 1930, when Ras Tafari was crowned 
and given the name Haile Selassie (Mighty 
of the Trinity) and titles of"King of Kings," 
"Lord of Lords," and "Conquering Lion of 
the Tribe of Judah," many Jamaicans, 
mostly Garveyites, marveled at the fulfill­
ment of Garvey's prophesy and the new 
Ethiopian King with Biblical titles. I-{aile 
Selassie was definitely the redeemer and 
messiah for the redemption of Africa. 
Therefore, Ethiopianism became a fill! 
fl,gdged.forc.e.,an<l,,:tl! _ b1lll,e_,_fo ,the�I).SX, 
movement which ,iow .csUJ:le to -th, foi;e­
front-Rastafari. 
Messrs Howell, Hinds, Hibbert, and 
Dunkley were the four most notable per-. 
WHO ARE.THEY? 
sons to follow upon Garvey's ideas when 
the new l(Jng was crowned. This is so signi­
ficant. Howell and Hinds were from the 
Sligo ville area of St. Catherine. It was here 
.., In 1930, Ras 'Tafari (hence the name 
Rastafarians), grandson of King Saheka 
Selassie or' Shoa was crowned Negus of 
Ethiopia. His coronation saw him changing 
his name to Haile Selassie and following a 
line of distinguished monarchs like: the 
queen of Sheba and the wise King Solomon. 
For over forty years he served Ethiopia in 
his might. In August 1975, newspapers 
throughout the world told of the death of 
Haile Selassie. To the Rastafarians this 
was just another rumor. Haile Selassie, 
Might of the Trinity, had merely ascended 
to higher heights. How could he have died'/ 
He is a Necessary Being. Contingent be­
ings depend on him for their very exjst­
ence. He cannot not be. 
To most people, Rastafarians are re­
cluses and members of what the Rastafa­
rians will term as a Babylqnian precep_t-a 
cult. To others, they a.re the men with the. 
curious hairstyle and to others still, Rasta­
fari dQG,; not go beyond Bob Marley or 
ether commercialized believers in Ras Ta­
fari. Then there is the fallacy that this reli­
gion, which has on occassions b_een called a 
deviation from convention, began al the 
1930 Ethiopian coronation. It is true that 
the name was adopted at the time, of His 
Majesty's crowning but all the other allega­
tions are false. This stream of thought has 
.deepseated roots going back to Ethiopia, 
the Bible, be it the conveniently forgotten 
Mac�abees or the established King James 
version and in Marcus Mosiah Garvey. 
Ethlopianism cannot be,overlooked·if 
that the first free village was ;;et up after 
one inte�ds to study and understand Ras- the Abolition Act. Free villages were made 
tafari and its essence. Ethiopia has had a up of houses set up on lands given to the 
long and interesting appeal to the black freed slaves by the plantocracy. Here the 
race. In the eighteenth century when slaves had time to voice their opinions and 
blacks from all over Africa were brought to release their frustrations. Therefore these 
the West Indies, Europeans did their best four men did their best to spread joyous 
to ·cut the new workers and creoles from news of the Black King and add oil to the' 
their umbilical attachment to Africa. One already kindled fire, 
of the chief ways of doing this was by reli- It is important to note, however, that 
gio�. England forcefully tried to Anglicire all of Jamaica did not readily accept these 
the British West Indies in all aspects. Th_e men who were seen as outcasts. How could 
slaves, however, wer€ reluctant to listen to the black organize or, for that matter, have 
their dogma. The binding attachment to a black redeemer? This new move,ment 
their supposedly "dark continent" was all meant that the codes of the established or­
that occupied their minds. der were not only being threatened, but 
The work of the Baptist missionary defied. Rastafarians were seen as defiant 
George Lisle was probably the major tw·n- apostles of a mere man. Because of that, 
ing point for full Ethiopian consciousness in Howell, Hinds, Hibbert, and Dunkley 
the foreign environment. He used the Bi- were frequently harassed as Garvey was 
ble, the only available' book, to· arouse new before them. But what were the aims, ob­
captives .. Contrary to the intentions of . jectivei, and patterns of the Rastafarians? 
Lisle, the slaves learned that Egypt and The basic tenets of Jah (a shortened 
Ethiopia were in Africa-the Black man's version for Jehovah God) Rastafari is Love 
land. Jeremiah 13:23 reads, "Can the and Unity, .Peace, Equality, Justice and 
Ethiopian change his sl9n, or the leopard Humility. Their main goal, which tosomeis 
his spots?" and David in Psalm 68:31 pro- inevitable, is Repatriation to the land from 
phesied, "Princess shall come outof Egypt; whence they came. They do not shave or 
Ethiopia shall soon stretch out her hands cut their hair because Leviticus 21 forbids 
unto god." The captives were happy about this. Hence they grow hair described as 
these revelations. One can suppress and "locks" as a covenant to the Most High. 
restrict a person's .actions but one's Alcohol and pork is forbidden. On the other 
thought, once bent to follow a certain path, · hand, ganja (marijuana) is seen as a gift 
cannot be diverted. This Ethiopian con- from God. In Genesis 8, Psalm 18, and Re­
sciousness continued even after the aboli- velation 22 there are invitations and laws 
tion of slavery. which-advocate its consumption. Most Ras 
Then in 1887, Marcus 'rvfosfah Garve)· . ' ' - Contin11,ed on page 14 
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\ around here! 
Either You have it or You don't.-· 
Subject Verb Agreement Spring IS here, y,ou lqtow 
HELPLINE 
Open ,.H_o_wse 
By Emile Gomez 
Their office, room 516, is on the fiftr. 
floof of the 26th Street buildlng. It is sur­
rounded, you could.say, by wl).at can be 
characferiiea-as a· faw· anci' disorder at­
mospher'e: On one si$:le, you hav� the "law'' 
that is dispensed in the classrooms on the 
floor. On the other side, you have.the "dis­
order" of the cafeteria, as students take a 
breather from their hectic schedules. In 
the middle, the Baruch Helpline offiice i.s 
situated. · · 
What is Helpline? Now five years old, 
Helpline was first an information-and refer-
. ral service established . by . concemed 
Baruch students. As timll passed, how­
ever, Helpline saw that the students they 
came in contact with had personal prob­
lems that simply couldn't be passed on to 
others. Helpline then decided to meet the 
issue of (;!ounseling students by b.ecoming 
acquainted in counseling techniques. This 
is the Helpline of today. 
With a membership that now reaches 
100 volunteer students, Helpline counsels 
over·l'5QO students a year. Today, thougl:l, 
Helpline has, to maintain quality over its 
staff by ·instituting a rigouous training 
program. All candidates are subjected to 
an 8 week training course in which the 
fundamentals of counseling techniques are 
taught. Once accepted on the line, students 
augment their training by attending_ 
super.ids-ton meet.ptgi, .. HelP,lin!'l-.members 
must volunteer 2 hours on the line, on 
which they are paired with another, more 
experienced counselor: All info�ation dis­
cussed between the counselor and the stu- .. 
dent ,seeking help is kept confidential. If 
additional counselng advice is needed, s.tu­
dents are referred to professionally trained 
counselors that are on campus. 
The success of Helpline has been the 
talk of the school. Besides assisting the 
school through such things as having an 
information booth on campus during 
registration, Helpline recently participat­
ed in the· Phonathon. With the many 
services provided by Helpline, there is one 
problem that seems to plague Helpline: 
student awareness about Helpline. As one 
Helpline volunteer told me, "For the 1500 
students that we help each year, there are 
at least three times that number who don't 
know about us." 
Helpline will try to solve this problem 
on· March 26. On ·this date, Helpline will 
hold an Open House. Although open to all 
students, Helpline would like to extend 
this invitation to those students �ho seem 
to have been ignored by the rest of the 
college: senior citizen students, handicap­
ped students, transfer students, foreign 
students, freshmen, and veterans. During 
· the Open House, you can meet student 
couselor's and ask questions about Help-
line. Members of the Housing committee 
will also be available to answer your apart-
ment·,hunting queries. 
The Open House will be in room 528 of 
the 2-6th ,Street building from 12-4. If you 
cannot make it during these hours, please 
feel �e to stop by the Helpline office any· 
time to say hello. Helpline is open from 9-7 
Monday-Thursday and from 9-5 on Friday. 
Help'line's phone number is 725--4177. 
/} 
{-�-7C_ .. 
I ' THE JOURNAL!SM PROGRAM 
IN COOPERATION WIT..H 
THE ARf DEPARTMENT 
INVITE YOU TO ATTEND 
A SEMINAR. AND WORKSHOP 
IN PUBLICATION DESIGN 
�l,VEN BY 
CIPE PINELES. BURTIN 
Wed.April 1 
3:30-5:30 p.m. 
ROOM 1013, ART DEPARTMENT 
26th Street Buildin�. 46 E. 26th St. 
A QUALITY OF LIFE EVENT 
MADE POSSIBLE •BY 
·THE BARUCH �OLLEGE FUND 
MARCH i6, 19�1 
r------�-------�------�---�------------
I . 
fflE BARUCH COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES AW ARD 
NOMINATION FORM 
Full Name of Nominee ------- -----------� 
Address of Nominee ____________ _______ _ 
Name and title of individual making nomination ___ _______ _ 
Date of graduation of nominee __ .'._ degree _ _ major __ _ 
Bases of nomination: 
1. Responsi1bilities assumed in student activities .. Please list. 
2. A brief but more than one or two word description of the nominee's performance of 
each the responsibiites assumed in studet;1t activities. 
3. A brief but more than on� or two word description of the nnminee's impact upon the 
Baruch College Community or groups therein. 
·-L The number of groups or individuals affected by the nominee's activities. 
5. Any other comments you may wish to make. 
NOTE: Please fe·el free to continue on the other side or ori any additional pages. 
In order for Helpline_to truly be suc-
cessful, it needs your help! . - - - - - .. . . .. _ -- • . • . -·-·.
v •• · •. ·• ... •. • • • • •. ',. • • . '... . . .. - ·-·--·-·· --� 
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Plasmatics 
Deliver 
By Earl D. LeSesne, Jr. 
Today, Friday Feb. 27, New York 
City was "rocked" by the wildest group to 
come down the pike in a good long while. 
The group in question-The Plasmatics. 
The Plasmatics are a four (4) man, one (1) 
woman band who are just beginning to re­
ceive some national notoriety, due in.part 
to an appearance on ABC's Fridays and a 
recent run-in with the Milwaukee vice 
squad. (More on this later.) Like Prince 
and several other racially and sexually in­
tegrated groups, The Plasmatics' music 
and live performance are artistically diffi­
cult to classify. Sociologically, though, 
these groups undeniably represent the 
"grass ro.ots music" of the '80s. I say this 
without reservation because both acts have 
reached national prominence through the 
use of sexually provocative performances 
with little or no commerical airplay. How? 
For The Plasmatics, the answer lies in the 
brutally seductive form of Ms. Wendy Or­
leans Williams (pronounced W.O.W.), ex­
porno star and heir apparent to the title 
Queen of Rock and Roll. 
Wendy and the boys play an aggres­
sive brand ofrock music with a heavy metal 
edge. Visually the band consists of: a ber­
serk drummer, two (2) guitarists in tux-· 
edos with tails, one guitarist wearing a 
Playboy bunny outfit complete with ears 
and cotton tail, and Wendy. The fact that 
Wendy is only wearing leopard panties 
and, like two (2) of the guitarists, a Mohi­
c11 n haircut only lends to their bizarre stage 
setting. Attention getting? Yes. But The 
Plasmatics are as wild as they look. Make. 
no mistake about it, THEY DELIVER! 
What they deliver is sex and violence, mas­
sive doses of it. At last count The Plasmat­
ics had destroyed: three (3) fllower pots, 
two (2) guitars (one was chain-sawed, one 
-was snapped in two), one (1) portable.radio· 
(sledgehammered), one (l) · television set 
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(sledgehammered), and one (1) Mercedes 
Benz-YES, a Mercedes Benz (sledge­
hammered AND dynamited), The sex is 
provided by Ms. Williams who simultane­
ously mocks and surpasses the gyrations 
and histrionics of every male pop star to 
come before her. Which brings us to the 
Milwaukee vice squad. (See-I didn't for­
get.) 
The Plasmatics' performance at 
Bond's Casino·was a benefit for the legal 
defense of Ms. Williams and her longtime 
mentor and personal manager Rod Swen­
son. It seems the Milwaukee vice squad 
"caught" one of Wendy's performances and 
objected to the way she "fondled" her 
sledgehammer. At show's end, she was ar­
rested on several "lewd in a public arena" 
charges. The male officers were a bit famil­
iar in "frisking" their prisoner and a fight 
ensued. When the dust had settled, Wendy 
and her manager had been knocked uncon­
scious and Wendy had sustained a cut a­
bove her left eye. The Plasmatics are as­
serting their Freedom of Spee·ch rights and 
vow to take the case to the Supreme Court. 
Regardless of the outcome, the publicity 
has helped catapult The Plasmatics into 
Bond's Casino ( a former men's clothing 
store which has been converted into a disco 
complete with laser beams, lighted mobiles 
and musical stairs). With songs like: Cor­
niption, Sometimes (I Feel It), Butcher 
Baby, and Monkey Suit, The Plasmatics 
attract the same type of crowd as the a­
forementioned Prince·and Van Halen (look 
out, Van Halen). 
The men in the audience come to see 
Wendy. They also come to touch Wendy, as 
was exhibited when she ventured down the 
ramp into the audience: Yet it only took a 
few school-marmish raps upon their collec­
tive knuckles with her trusty microphone 
to .  remind the more aggressive lads that 
you look with your eyes and not with your 
hands. In the end, though, a good time was 
had by all. But really, between the movie (a 
flemi-documentary of The Plasmatics free 
concert fast summer at Pier 96), the sex, 
the violence, and the gut-wrenching rock 
and roll, how could you not have a good 
time� 











FOR.MO .E INFORMATIO 
come to RM. 416 studen 
AUDITION DATES 
Friday March 13 3-8:00p 
Wednesday Mar. 25 2:30-7:30pm 
Friday March 27 3-s·:aoprn leave a message 
Tuesday Mar. 31 2:30-4:30 pm in 
Thursday April IG 2:30-7:30 BOX 396 
THESE AUDIT\ ONS will be held in � 
BARUCH COLLEGE Student Center �"/ .. ·'-_ 
.137 E. 22.nd. st. A1.1/f· 
NYC,NY 10010 ;�Yr'
The deadline for the next issue of the �eport�r 
is March' 16, 1981. All Layouts will he done on Friday April 3 
in Room 302 of the Student Center From 5:30 - 9:00 pm. 
All copy. Submitted· must � neatl� typed, double space, and have
I inch mar:gins on .either side. 
All students are welcome to 
attend-bring your. pencils 
and rulers. 
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RBJYrint.edfrom Times articl� 8/16/81 
Baruchiari to
go to N.�.A.A.
Pointing to the Top , 
When a 16-year old freshman_sl 9wed up for the fencing team at Baruch College in 1978 and e.arned a trip to/th.e National ColJegiate finals, that was something. But when, a 35-year old freshman teammate equaled the teen-a.gers's success that same ye,ar, that was something else. 
This week, Dan Sheppard, now 37, will be making his thrid trip to the N. C.A.A. tournament, an_d he is deter­mined to earn all-America mention, wl'iich means finishing in the top nine among t_he · 40 or so epee entrants at the University of Wisconsin-Parkside. (His teammate, Peter Lewison just turned 19, is vying for honors in the foil.) 
Al Peredo, the Baruch coach when . Sheppo/'d and Lewison were freshman, is a veteran of25 years in collegiate fencing and he says he can't recall a younger or an older ·-competitor at an N.C.A.A. championship meet. 
Like Lewison, Shepard never fenced before he joined the team. By his own ad­mission, he had been somewhat of a Man­hattan wanderer, first dropping out of Hughes High School, then working as a stockboy, a long-shoreman and a gypsy cab driver, or as he put it, "deadend type of jobs." His sports, he said, were "city game things, like the Rucker League in bas­ketbalJ, cycling, jogging, paddleball." 
In 19'77, he decided to change his life. He took a high sdiool equivilency course · and in February 1978 enrolled at Baruch. He went out for fencing the next falJ. He said he felt he would not fit in with all the younger players in basketball but wanted to participate in an activity as, well as to pursue his degr� in accounting. 
Fencing seemed a natural, partly be­cause most of the team had graduated and Peredo was making a desperate calJ for replacements. The coach was tough on him at first, but Sheppard said, "I can't blame him because I was sword fighting as op­posed to fencing." 
Being an easy target at 6 feet 4 inches and an awkward fencing student because he was Jeff-handed, Sheppard nonetheless learned fast, as he has cont.inued to do un­der his cu1Tent coach, Franciso Martin. Martin succ·eeded Peredo, who is the di­rector ofphsyical education at Baruch. 
During the season, Sheppard :works out about 15 hours a week. For a fencer · who dfd not even see the sport until he began participating, he is moving quickly. He has qualified to compete in major Amateur Fencing League of America com­petitions, the next step in his dream of making the 1984 Olympic team. "Being in the A.F.L.A. realJy opens a world of fenc­ing to me." he said. 
Is he surprised at his success? "In the back ofmy mind," he said, "yes-at least at the amount ofsui::cess." 
How far can Sheppard go? Peredo said: "He will probably have some difficulty because of his age, but because of he de­termination, he can go as far as he wants to go." 
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ELECTIONS FOR EVENING AND 
GRADUATE GOVERNMENT WILL TAKE 
_ . PLACE ON.lUESDAY, MAY 5th, AND 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 6th, AT 5:oo·To 9:·30 P.M: 
. DECLARATION OF CANDIDACY FQRMS 
CAN BE PICKED UP A:f THE OFFICE. OF THE 
DIRECTOR OF EVENING AND GRADUATE 
SERVICES 
. DEADLINE FOR.FILING ,THE I _' 
· DECLARATION OF CANDIDACY FORMS
HAS BEEN EXTENDED TO WEDNESDAY,
· APRIL 1st, 1981, 8:00 P .1\'I. · 1 
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POSITIONS Evening_St!'$S-ion Student Govexnment,: ...... 1, ii 
(10) Assembly Representatives-elected at large
(5) Members of the Publications.Association
(1) Senator-
(2) Members of the Student/Faculty Discipline Committee
(1) Member of the Board of Directors of the Bernard M. Baruch €oll�ge
Association, In�._, . _ .
(e Member of the Communication� Board
(1) Member of the Auxiliary Services Board
(1) Member ofthe Student Center Board.
GRADUATE.:oiv1s10N 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT: 
.(9) Assembly ritemebers-elected at large 
( 1) Senator · 
(2) Members of the Studerit/Faculty Discipline Committee
·o} Member of the Board. of Directors of the 'Bernard M. Baruch College
Association, Ilic.
(1) Member of the Communications Board
(1) Member of the Auxiliary Services Board
(1) Member of the Student Center Bo.ard
- - .... ...... .
.. \ � .. - . •:. - .�-.. /; 
' .,• · 




Jobs, Not fpr War!" represents the only 
viable alternative for the young genera­
tion. 
While all the funds, resources and per­
sonnel needed can be found for interven­
tion in El Salvador, the President comes tip 
empty-handed when.it comes to interven­
ing again,§,t racist violence in this country. 
Atlanta is a clear case in point. 
Calculating that the _youth especially 
re defenseless and unorganized the Ad­
ministration has in ·mind a full-scale offen­sive against the rights of the young genera­
tion. Alongside drawing youth into its 
foreign policy schemes, the Reaganites are 
seeking to iJnpose a subminimuni. wage on 
the youth, especially Black youth. They 
want to fire mothers and fathers and hire. 
sons and daughters to do the same work 
but for less money. No doubt proposals for · 





Continued from page 1 
Finally, Noble criticized the television 
industry for having "projected us as a 
bunch of clowns." He said that the image of 
Black people created by prime time televi­
sion programs, all of which are comedies, 
served up a false picture of Black peoples' 
condition in Amei"ica. He also credited that 
industry with being the vehicle of Rqnald 
Reagan's successful campaign fo1: the 
presidency .. 
Refen"ing to Reagan as a "media ar,i­
mal," Noble noted it was significant that 
· Reagan, a professional' actor, could enter 
the PQlitical arena a·nd, on the strength of 
·his acting.skill, influence the public to �he 
extent that they elect him president. · "While I have great love for you, I am 
concerned· about you," Noble said in his 
emotional closing. He then urged students 
to reawaken their sense of social and politi­
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.. "Please, I beg you, the hour is late," tafarians. will work in the fiEilds planting , grettably because of the tendency to link_ President Reagan has spoken .. Buthis Noble said adding, "and those who are foodstuffs to make a "living. This they do them with criminal activities. The concept is not the last word. Congress ·must still against us are deadly se1"ious." because they do not want· to retrl!ce their of Rastafari is not· clear to many people .. ··vote on all the basic proposals. Youth can In a separate interview with the RE- footsteps and work for captialist exploit- _ Most youths in Jamaica, Europe and the·­have a big say in the outcome. The youth PORTER, -the award-winning journalist ers. They are not readily. attracted to United States see Rastafarians as a paral­and students must spef!k, not only with.· who began his career in New York with worldly possessions. As Professors Smith,.· lei ·of the Hippie movem_ent which was their mouths, but also with their feet. And radio station WLIB, commented on his im- Augier, anq Nettleford say in their book, marked by _pacifistic, -anarchistic and antic '• they must speak as one. Monolpoly's attack pre,;,;ions of the television industry and-h\s The Rastafarian Movement In Kingston, intellectual behavior. Some youths there-­is across-the-borad. It affects all youth: own career. 
Jamaica, ''The true brethren do not beg, - fore indentify with the group because it has young workers, unemployed youth, stu- Noble said that one of the major prob-.. 'tbey do not steal, they depend on God's 'no str-ingent rules. It relies onJah t;p direct dents; it affects Black youth and white !ems with the - industry and the reason graces for livelihood, knowing that He will its path. As a result, there are many on the; youth, Chicano, Native American, Puerto Blacks were so readily exploited by the look after His own, and t,hat the_ ganja wings of the religion who m,e it to proclaim Rican, other Latino and Asian-Pacific industry was the fact that there were so which they smoke guards them against their defiance of set social standards and as youth. This has created the need for a new few African-American·s in responsible posi- physical illnes·s, curing all complaints and a ·medium of es�apisn"i from the world's so­level of youth unity against the attacks. No tions within the field. giving _ them wisdom, love and under- cial, political and economical problern':. section of the youth or individual youth or - On his own career, Noble said that he standing." Ther.e is much unrest in Caribbean te1T1-,istuaent group can go it alone and hope to_ developed as a journalist in the H.arlem Inl Octob'e�r 1979, Pope John Paul -u ·tories. Barbados is a notable case. ·Surpris-succeed. And because Reagan's attacks hit ·community. "I was privileged to meet a lot visited New York. One of the memorable ingly enough, Rastafarians are blamed for 
all working people, it has brought about the of the major figures in our history in the scenes of his visit was the silent demonstra- thi·s social upheaval. The true brethren will 
need for a closer alliance of the youth and fifties and sixties," Noble .said adding, tion by some Catholic nuns who for many emphasize that these men are rascals and 
student movement with the trade union, "they've influenced a lot of the work I do." years have voice_d their grouses about the not rastas. Very soon, the wolves in sheep. national liberation, peace and democratic When asked to comment on how he Catholic Church's refusal to accept women clothing will be singled out and driven from 
movements. The young generation can win had managed to survive discrimination and ·as priests. This is just an example of the the flock. 
a secure future for itself only in unity, not remain intact throughout his own career, conflict which is within every religion. The There are constant statements that 
at the expense of, the older generations. Noble ·said, "I don't know if I've survived." Rastafru"ians have their share of these doc- the d·octrine of Rastafarians make it one of 
He paused for a moment before continuing trinal differences. Many of them r(lgard the most tractable religions. The allega-The YWLL calls on the youth and stu- in a near-whisper, "time will tell." ganja as something which is dama_ging to tions make a long list. Still the Rastafarians dents, their leaders and organizations, to 'the brain because God forbade men to use ·will
.
not be removed. They await the day of unite, to mobilize, to organize to exert the -their noses as chimneys. Some gamble and the deliverance of His Majesty. In the maximum mass pressure on the Adminis- very few drink alcohol. '!'here 'are those meantime, despite constant harassment by tration and on Congress.' In the words of 
D ·,a na La Guard ·,a- ' :who work for the capitalist exploiters, and the colonial cop temporaries o





Audio/Visual department of Baruch was 
capturing Diana's "performance " on vid­
eotape. Tnis must have brought the actress 
out of Ms. LaGuardia. 
Well Diana, over 20 students have 
heard how good a job you've done. We al:3<? 
})ave your "confession "' on tape! ;Ms. La­
Guardia, -you now- have you1� recognit,ion. 
Keep up the good work. 
Leonard Silk 
Continued from page 6 
Economic journalism. 'He noted the qual­
itiative increase in the field and the enage­
ment of a better educated journalist has 
resulted in an overall improvement. He 
al:;o stressed the correlation between 
Econ�mic journalism and the sources of 
economic news. Each source is a self­
ordained mullah to whom every other 
source i,; a heretic, ,;o the unaware writer 
becomes the naive hostage of one sources. 
Leonard Silk offered sutures which 
are valuable to any ,;tudent about to em-
. bai:.k o.n: a_ tareer jn t;_his _ corpple�x. '-1:�1:kl _ 
'"!'.hick skins which are extremely sensitive 
and he hath on his vesture and 
on his thigh a name ury·itte11: 
Ki1tg of Kings, wicl Lorcl of 
Lords .. 
-Selah 
the abilitv to roll 11·ith the punch and to 
counte1·p�nch ... ability to offc1· analy�b 
wo1thy ofa trained person and the original­
ity which springs from such training ... 
knowing enough to be in rommand or the 
mate1ial and knowing ho\\· to \\Tite \\'l'll 
... ability to say anything- at an.1· lc1·cl." 
During the question and an:;11·cr 
period Leonard Silk ga1·e the ·se<·l'N of his 
,.:m·cess, a permanent que.;t for pcrt'cc· tion. 
This goal, whilst difficult to realise 
i.;_ in �1ct1Jality the mo�t !l!)blc aJJ imJi1·i(jual 
c·an pursue. 
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Black Students/Youth 
Unite to Meet 
The Challenge of the 80' s: 
Build the National Black 
Independent Political Party 
Speaker,: 
Les Payne, journalist 
Manning Marable, NBIPP 
Sohdarity messages from representatives of: 
Government of Grenada 
Revolutionary Democratic Front of El Salvador 
March 27, 28, 29, 1981 
AT 
MEDGAR EVERS COLLEGE 
1150 Canoll St� 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
(between Nostrand & Rogers) 
#2 Train Nostrand Ave, #3 Train President St. 
SPEAKERS, WORKSHOPS 
ENTERTAINMENT 
Sponsored by the National Black Independent Political Party 
Hosted by Medgar Evers College Student Government Assoc. 
For Further Information Call 735-1820 
Dedicated to the murdered youth of Atlanta 
Black Liberation thru Action, Collectiveness and Knowledge . 
____ _.,_·PRESENTS ____ _ 
__.Professional Foru.a.a.m...__ 
Goto 
theheadOf DATE:_March27, 1981 
the line! PLACE:_155 E. 24th St. Rm 114 
_! � ' f Jf 'Ji -t, 
TIM-=��;;:.;�";:"_" p.m. 
• •AGENDA• �
A. Panel Discussion: Various areas of business to be 
represented and discussed. 
1. Followed by audience questions and answers. 
B. Networking: Renewed concepts of working together 
and making it work for us. 
C. Conflict: Professional duties versus politi�al views 
or Myth versus Realty. 
)_ 
Audience Participation is Welcome and Necessary 
Attend: And benefit from the continuing efforts of the 
BLACK and Hispanic Coalition. 
(Reminders---It is less important to redistribute 
wealth than it is to redistriba� :s.iy
uruty. 
·: .. ·- '_l 
( 
_ � . •. ,;1�1: _ 
Evening Session 
Student Assembly 
Of Baruch College In Collaboration With 
ALL EVENING CLUBS 
INVITES 
ALL EVENING STUDENTS -
PLUS ONE GUEST 
to a 















Pick up tickets For Free Admission: 
Mon. - Thurs; 5-g PM 
in Room 529; 46 East 26th Street Bldg. 
for further information call 
Ms. Robin Seldich 725-3385 
































Match Column I �ith the appropriate synonym in. column'II anc;i wr�te 
the word·in the answer column provided. 
Make sure you list your answ�rs exactly as they appear in Column II, 
· includi,n-g underscores.
If you have correctly,matched Coiumn I with Column II, you will be able
to' locate the work nece1s sary to complete the following statement:
Hint: . Use only the cfrcled-letters.
') ( . ) ( ) ( ) (' ) ( ) ( y 
Flora's Philosophy: Plan ahead; Remember Murphy -- Everything that can gq 
wrong, will, and at the mest ir-1opJll�rtune 
't·ime ..•• 
STU.DENT CROSSWORD ···P·UZZLE( �... · · � · 
· by Flora N. D�niels_ 
.Across· 
I. Lean 
S. Card Playing Term 
10. Satisfy 
14. African River 
IS. Country'life 
16. African plant 
17. Gait 
18. 4S-0 (e.g.) 
19. Roman Emperor 






30. 'Bank drafts 
.3'3; Naught 
34. That boy 
3S. Atop 
. 36. Drink delicately 
39. Poetry type 
42 .. Equal status 
44. At a l !'times 
4S. Girl's name 
46. Time period (abbrev.) 
49. Route (abbrev.) 
SI. Divides 




63. citrus fruits 
64. Nostril 
65. NY baseball ieam 
66. Baiting ingredient 




: 3. International Labor Organization {abbrev.) 
· 4. lnterconnectin.B patfem, · .' 
S.·Garbage 
6; Undersized anin, ... 
7. Encouraged · 
8. Shopping cenler 
9. Beg 
10.'Sleep man 
11. Alcoholic Beverage 
12. Was. ripped . . . 
· 13, Equal Employment Opportunity (abbrev'.) 
21. My_:_Sal 
. . 
23. Ex heavyweight champion 




, 28. Puule's author 1st name 
· so: .Brief Sleep 
31:.Also 
'32. View . 







43: Paintings (e.g.) 
47, Put on 
48. Type of play 
. SO. Solitary · 
S2. "I.cannot tell __ , 




'' S7. Speck 
60. In no way 
.6J. Still 
